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Yet another (important) email about GDPR 

By now, we are sure your email inbox has been inundated with emails from every company 
you’ve ever worked with, letting you know about their GDPR policies. Are all of these emails 
causing you to become concerned about yours? In short, GDPR is a new privacy policy that 
focuses on all EU users who access websites across the globe. This came into effect as of today, 
May 25th, 2018. We believe that this move by the EU in the era of recognizing, and addressing 
privacy concerns, will encourage companies towards improving security, data privacy, and 
accountability. 

As a Canadian company with customers across Canada and the USA, our support team has 
received a few questions from our clients about what needs to be done to become compliant, 
and if this new legislation will affect websites and/or campaigns. 

The short answer is; maybe. 

This policy is not only focused on businesses that operate in Europe but any company that may 
be accessed online by users in Europe. It is not clear at this point how these cases will be pursued 
internationally, but as we've seen in the news today, the EU has started blocking major U.S. 
websites because of their privacy policies. 

So, what does this mean for you?  

When it comes to your website, landing pages or campaigns, there are a lot of different aspects 
that should be examined by your legal counsel to see if you are compliant with these policies. 
Candybox Marketing Inc., does not provide legal counsel on matters of data privacy and security 
measures. We recommend that all of our clients protect themselves by reviewing their online 
properties with a legal specialist. 

Can Candybox help me become GDPR compliant?  

Yes, we can help by making changes to your website, landing pages, or campaigns, but we cannot 
provide legal advice on changes that need to be made. Our Support team has been working with 
several customers over the past month on GDPR best practices, as requested by their legal 
counsel. Our incredible support agents are available by email , and can help you make changes 
to your website at any time. 
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What types of changes may need to be made?  

Below is a list of common changes that customers have requested, which you may need to also 
consider: 
• Updating Privacy Policies - The majority of privacy policies need to be updated to become 

GDPR compliant. You can either update your policy yourself by logging into your website, or 
you could email our support team with your new copy. If you do not currently have a privacy 
policy in place, we would recommend that you create one as soon as possible. 

• Implement Lead Collection Opt-in - For all forms on your website, GDPR requires a checkbox 
opt-in disclaimer that needs to be checked by the user in order for the user to submit their 
information. 

• Reviewing your campaign targets - Companies that are actively targeting advertisements in 
the EU, need to adhere to GDPR privacy standards. If you are running campaigns with 
Candybox that focus on EU properties, we'd recommend speaking with your legal counsel 
about how this may impact your compliance. 

• Email your customers - If you are updating your privacy policy, you should let your customers 
know how you are using & storing their data. If you don't have an email tool, feel free to 
contact our team at hello@candyboxmarketing.com and we should be able to help you out! 

• Configuring Google Analytics - Some organizations are including a disclaimer which indicates 
that their web property will be collecting user data for analytics purposes. There are settings 
within Google Analytics that can adjust how one may collect customer data online, including 
the duration of when it's kept.   

• Obtaining consent from visitors regarding cookies - GDPR requires you to obtain the consent 
of tracking cookies before they start tracking users on your website. This can be implemented 
by using sticky cookie tracking bars on websites.   

• Install SSL certificates on website domains - All data must be sent over HTTPS instead of 
regular HTTP. If your website is not secured over SSL, you can email our support team and we 
can install + maintain it for $110 / year. Note: please do not purchase a third party SSL for us 
to install, as they take longer for us to configure and we've had issues with them in the past 
in maintaining security. 

In summary, if you have specific questions regarding your GDPR compliance, we'd recommend 
you speak with your legal counsel or research your exposure. If you need help changing your 
website, landing pages or campaigns, feel free to email your requests through to our team and 
we'd be happy to help! 

- The Candybox Team 
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